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ANTHY TAKES COMMAND NTHY was always late in reaching the mornings. It was one of the days
when old Mrs. Parker came to help her, and it was necessary that the week be properly started in the
household of the Doanes. It is said of Goethe that he was prouder of his knowledge of the science of
optics--which was mostly wrong--than he was of his poetry. Genius is often like that. It was so in the
case of old Mrs. Parker, who considered herself incomparable as a cook (and once--this is town
report--baked her spectacles in a custard pie), and held lightly her genius as a journalist. On any
bright morning she could go out on her stoop, turn once or twice around, sniff the breezes, and tell
you in voluminous came at all, on Monday language what her neighbours were...
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Reviews
This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period
will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Elisha O 'Conner II
Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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